We present this work like software tool developed in Python, based on a methodology to obtain the electric field produced by n charges. The tool was developed and implemented in courses of electromagnetism and laboratory in three institutions of higher education. The aim for this work is to incorporate information and communication technologies (ICTs) at the university, in accordance with the programs promoted by the Colombian Ministry of Education. We wanted to connect the students with sensitives experiences of the physical phenomena that allow them to improve their experience of learning of subjects traditionally studied through the board course.
Introduction
The authors of the more popular books of electromagnetism like Serway, Sears, Giancoli, and Burbano work the electric field theme from Faraday's view. They study the electric field as a disturbance represented by lines or tubes that propagate through space interacting with the electric charge and finally at a point in space they are pretty well described with a vector [1] . It's these point where headache of the students begins since they have to combine the vector analysis with the electric field physics description. Usually, both abstract and imaginary concepts can't be bound with one previous sense experience which the students have had.
The other hand, the Colombian Ministry of Education sponsor the use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) as a didactic tool for teaching and learning [2] . Some pedagogical strategies like Just in Time Teaching (JiTT) take into consideration the use of (ICTs) such as Google classroom, blackboard, and Moodle [3] . Another initiative from the University of Colorado founded by Nobel Laureate Carl Wieman [4] . They develop interactive simulations such a way that the students learn by exploring. So the aim to connect the students with sense experiences to improve him learn [5] . So, arose the idea to develop a methodology that allowed made follow up on the electric field problems at the same time it's viewed from software tool.
Methods
The board class allowed generating discussion with the students, about what should be the appropriate way to solve the problems of the electric field. Then, an algorithm or strategy to provide the solution on 7 steps was defined, independently from electric charges position on the space:
• Define the system of reference. It's more intuitive for students to catch on the rectangular coordinates.
• Draw the position vectors pointed both the electric charges and the position vector to the point where the electric field will be calculated. These vectors come from the origin of the coordinate system.
• Draw the relative position vectors r i , that correspond to n differences between the vector at the point and vector at the electric charge.
• Find n magnitudes of the n relative position vectors.
• Find the unit vectors of the n relative position vectors.
• From Coulomb law calculate n electric fields. At the practice, it will never distinguish each one, we always will see the total electric field at the point (x p , y p , z p ).
• From superposition principle, find it the one electric field vector at the point and its magnitude.
Then, we choose Python to write a method named field_punctual_charge that would include the previous steps. Python is a free language of high level, oriented to objects, focused on the code readability of easy learning, was the ideal language for the construction of the interactive tool.
Results
The method follows the algorithm structure implemented with a while loop that responds to the number of electric charges. On the other hand, the loads, the position vectors with respect to the origin and the relative position vectors are represented in a graph constructed from the module matplotlib.pyplot. The Python script allows solving problems of the more several charges such as a cubic crystalline structure formed by positive ions (see figure 3a) indeed straight line charge and others too. An advantage over the Phet simulator is the ability to represent and solve three-dimensional charge configurations (see figures 3b and 3c).
Positive electric charges were drawn in red while negative ones in blue, The point p where the electric field was calculated it has been drawn in black, the position vectors in blue and relative position vectors in magenta.
At the same time what the plot is obtained, it's possible to review in the terminal the magnitudes of the electric charges, the position vectors of the electric charges, the relative position vectors and their magnitude and unit vector, to finish with the electric field vectors produced for each electric charge and the electric field vector from the superposition.
